A novel algorithm based on background modelling and active contour model is proposed for moving object edge detection. Firstly, it uses the background modeling to complete moving object detection, then it uses quad-tree decomposition method to contain the corresponding to the foreground image, through the data distribution density of the sparse matrix, calculates the seed points corresponding to the regions which are containing the moving object. Finally, starting from these seed points, it executes the active contour model in parallel to complete the multiple moving objects edge detection. Experimental results show that the proposed algorithm can effectively obtain the object outlines of multi-moving objects and the edge detection results are close to the judgment of the human visual, parallel contour extraction makes our algorithm has good real-time.
Introduction
With the computer hardware and software technology continues to mature, a variety of multimedia technology begins to flourish, so does the network video monitoring system. In order to deal with the massive recorded video content, it requires an intelligent video surveillance system to analyze the critical object automatically. Currently, main methods of moving object detection are background subtraction [1] , frame difference method [2, 3] and optical flow method [4, 5] , etc. At present, methods which can be used to light illumination and background slow changes are Kalman filtering and Gaussian mixture model [6, 7] . On the basis of background modeling, the edge detection of the moving object for further feature extraction and object recognition should be the foundation for intelligent processing. Algorithms based on active contour model [8, 9] are effective methods for edge detection.
This paper proposes a new moving object edge detection algorithm. First, it uses sample statistics of adjacent video frames and Chebyshev inequality to detecting the pixel which consists of the significant background or foreground characters. Secondly, by using the threshold method to complete moving object detection. If there are multiple moving objects in the foreground image, it is also necessary to localization the objects for the moving object detection. Finally, we introduce position seed into active contour model and propose a novel edge detection algorithm based on background modeling and distance model to complete the moving object edge detection effectively.
Here for position seeds we use the quad-tree decomposition and sparse matrix block operation for multiple moving objects position detection accurately.
The contents of this paper are organized as follows: in Section 2, we explain the related work of our algorithm, including quad-tree decomposition and active contour model. Section 3 describes the proposed algorithm in detail. Section 4 provides the experimental results and the analysis. Finally, there are conclusion and references.
Related work
Active contour model is an effective object contour extraction method. Kass [10] proposed active contour model known as the traditional Snake model, which is a semi-interactive algorithms, the basic idea is that: fish set a closed draw in advance, which is close to the true contour curve, then the energy function through the introduction of the internal forces and external forces, making the initial contour changing, eventually converge to the contours of the object. In traditional Snake model, parametric equation of contour curve C can be expressed as:
x s y s s  (1) Wherein: () vs is the two-dimensional coordinate point on the curve, and s is a normalized arc length. The energy of contour curve C is defined as:
is the energy generated within the image itself, ext E is the external energy generated by outside restricting force. The internal energy makes control of the smoothness and continuity for the contour curve C . The internal energy int E may be further described as follows: 
Traditional Snake model has the following difficulties: very sensitive to the location of the initial contour; for the depth of recessed area, the contour is also difficult to converge to the boundary. Many improved model for the inadequacies of the traditional active contour model have proposed. For example: Cohen [11, 12] proposed balloon force Snake model and distance model. Xu [13] proposed a gradient vector flow (GVF) model which has made gradient information extended farther uniform area through diffusion equation and made the initial contour (away from the boundary of the object) converge to the true boundary of the object. Shen [9] integrated the image global information into the balloon force Snake model, and relaxed the restriction on the position of the initial contour, to some extent overcome the weak boundary leakage disadvantages.
In order to solve the problem of moving object edge detection, we consider using the active contour model to determine the outline of the object. The active contour model convergence results are subject to the initial contour position, so in this paper, the corresponding regional seed of different moving object is introduced into the active contour model, the initial contour of the active contour model is set around the different moving object, convergence of different moving object outline line, and ultimately achieve the purpose of the edge detection of multiple moving objects.
The proposed algorithm
In this section, we describe the proposed algorithm in detail. The algorithm uses pixel intensity (greyscale or colour) as the basic feature for the background modelling and video moving object detection. Let 12 , , , N X X X be a sample of adjacent N-frame video images, the location of the pixel in the image is marked as ( , ) ij , 1 2 ( , ), ( , ), , ( , ) N X i j X i j X i j represent the pixel gray values in the given position ( , ) ijfor these images. The proposed algorithm is as follows:
(1) Calculate the sample mean ( , ) X i j and sample second-order centre distance ( , ) S i j for each pixel. T to classify the pixel as background point or foreground point or suspicious point using the following formula: (5) Update the background pixel value using the following formula: 
Here we introduce regional seed ( , ) seed x y   into active contour model to complete the initial curve set. As can be seen, the initial curve is set as a circle line which center is ( , ) seed x y   and the radius is m.
(11) Calculate the distance between each pixel and the nearest edge point in the image ( , ) k F i j , and the distance is marked as ( , ) d i j .Define the Potential energy function:
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Its potential field is ( , ) d P i j  , set this potential energy function as a contour external energy, that is ( , ) . It is substituted into equation (6) .Using distance potential model, making initial curve converges to the moving object contour, complete the edge detection of moving object.
The proposed algorithm uses Background Modelling, applies quad-tree decomposition to get the corresponding Sparse Matrix of foreground image, and introduces regional seed ( , ) seed x y   into active contour model to complete the initial curve set.and finally takes use of Distance Model for the edge detection of moving objects, so the algorithm is named as BMDM. Compare Fig 2-(a) and Fig-2-(d) ), it can be seen that the background image can be timely updated. If the state of the object is change (from the rest state to the moving state) the background modeling algorithm can effectively deal with this situation. It has a good real-time. boundary, balloon force snake model has boundary overflow, and the boundary got through GVF-Snake model vary greatly from the true. BMDM algorithm(regional seed-based) makes parallel multi-objective edge detection, and it has strong real-time to adapt to the monitoring system.
Experimental results

This
Conclusion
In this paper, relating to the moving object edge detection we proposed the BMDM algorithm. The BMDM algorithm uses background modelling, and applies quad-tree decomposition to get the corresponding sparse matrix of foreground image, and finally takes use of distance model for the moving object edge detection. First we calculate the characteristic values (the sample mean and sample variance) for each pixel of the sequence of video frames, then we set and adjust the thresholds 1 T , 2 T 3 T based on experimental data, through background modeling, obtain the foreground images. Finally through sparse matrix block computing get the multiple moving objects position seeds, we introduce these location seeds into distance model, and complete the moving object edge detection. The experimental results show that the moving object edge detection results of the BMDM algorithm are significantly better than the traditional snake model, balloon force snake model and GVF-Snake model. The ideal edge detecting result makes the BMDM algorithm is more suitable for intelligent video surveillance system.
